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Take your workout to the next level with help from this Zen Sports 10mm extra-thick yoga and exercise mat. Perfect for home or studio use, the
high-quality mat not only defines your personal workout space, but it also creates a beneficial layer of cushioning between you and the floor.
Use the mat for anything from yoga or Pilates to stretching, meditation, and other strengthening or restorative floor exercises. The yoga and
exercise mat features a textured surface for enhanced traction. This type of reliable traction is important for stability and to safely maintain
poses. Anything from warrior one or downward dog to extended side-angle pose or plank. Just as useful for beginners new to floor-exercise
routines as it is for experienced yogis, well make sure our mat helps ensure you get the most out of your workout. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
26,90 €

Discount -7,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerSilver One 
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Description -68" long 24" wide ensures comfort for people of all shapes and sizes. With high density foam material, the 10mm thick premium
mat comfortably cushions spine, hips, knees and elbows on hard floors. -With double sided non-slip surfaces, our all-purpose premium exercise
fitness yoga mat comes with an excellent slip resistant advantage to prevent injuries. - Easy strapping and light weight feature are added to this
mat for easy transportation and storage. -Exceptional resilience allow you to keep your balance during any exercise style. Moisture resistant
Technology makes the mat to be easily washed with soap and water - Lightweight, Durable Foam - Designed to withstand everyday use, the
Zen Sports fitness yoga and exercise mat is made from durable foam that's both lightweight and strong. 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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